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The Lorenrz invariant measure

and the Heisenberg uncertainty princryle
BY PATRICK BRUSKIEWICH AND ALICJA KIEt.BIK

Abstraet
I novel rpproarh to the Heisenberg un,et-
H-f \tainty print iplc i< prrsenled rn thi' paper in

a lashion that directly links special relativity ancl

quantum theory iiom {irst principles.

A direct limk betwecm
special relativity and
q'uantum theor-y

The traditional approach to non-relativistic quan-

tum mechanics is primarily didactic. The basic

axioms of the theory are introduced, along with
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and simple

systems such as the quantum harmonic oscilla-

tor, are elucidated.
A dilferent approach, which is heuristic in

natrrre. ittobegin wirh the Lorentz inrartanl mea-

sure lrom special relativity. The Lorentz invarianl
measure can be used as a conceptual foundation
ol quantum mechanics, and a direct link between

special relativity and quantum mechanics can be

presentecl without recourse to sr,rbsidiary con-

drrions. As a result of thls heuristic approach, a
loundation can be laid that Iirmly jolns the two
fields, which are typically presented separately,

untrl second quantization and the Klein-Gordon
and Dirac equations are presented.

The Loremtz imvaviamt
rneas&,Nre

As outlined in this paper, it appears evident thai
special relativity and quantum mechanics can be

directly linked lrom first principles. Starting with
the Lorentz invarianl measure, a novei approach to

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is presented.

The Lorenlz invariant measure isl

ctr.t : cttt -(r' + y' + t'), (l)

whlch jolns two points
this paper, we can look
any loss o[ generalitl'.
inertial system,

c'"r':c212 -x2.

in Minkowski space. trn

at the xt-plane without
For a one-dimensional

Multiplying through by mass nr

ranging Lerms, we gel

mxt -mc'l' --m(trt.

(2)

and rear-

Take the partial derivative ol this expression

wLth respect to t, the proper time ("temps proper,"

which literally means one's own time) and sim-
plily. This yields

Ax .A/
xnt".'- -tmc'? = -mctr. (4)A"c 0r

From special relativity, m(dxldt) = m1(8x/dt) =

Wv = p, and (drldt) = 1, so then

xp * Et : -mc2x (5)

is also invariant. In 3D. this is the lamiliar inner
product of rhe two four-vectors, namely

a"'pv - *mct'r, (6)

1n quantum mechanics, this measure is impor-
tant when clescribing a plane wave [unction

I i(p, rr)-l
v =."n[ n I

or a wave packet made up
states such as

Y(.r,r) =1znn) '''

of a superposition of

,. [,("'p,,)l .,
ll(p.1expl ' ,' - 1,1' p. 18)"ln)

whereA(p) is a momentum dependenr amplitucle,

and N is the dimension of the space.

By rnspection, it is eviclent, then, that

xP'D

tt

represents a phase <p.

Measurement in quantum mechanics involves

both amplitude and phase conslderattons. For

rnlormat ion lo be pa>> bcturcn luo e\enls in

space-time a signal must be exchanged between

the two events. The lastest signal that can be

exchanged travels at rhe speed of light. As a signal,

oT \ rvc. lrarel> belween two points in space. it>

change rn phase may be used as a measure of the

:eparat ion bcluecn Lhe tuo point> in >pace timc.

Pfrase differcrace
between adiacent events
in Minkowski space-time

In studylng quantum measures, we can use dif
Ierent approaches, such as the limiLing process

and infinitesimal analysis, a technique developed

at Cambridge beginning in Newton's time. ln
this paper, we shal1 use infinitesimal analysis.2

Ii("' p' )l
=exPl * 1(7)

lh l

In recent times, some of the rnfinitesimal analy

sis techniques have also been used in Wiener
measures and Ito calculus in stochastic quanlum
mechanics.

ln lD, the difference in phase between two
adjacent events in Minkowski space-time, two
points infinitesimally separated by a causal

connection (i.e. two points on or within the light
cone connecling the two events) isr

6p = q. -e, =(xrpr* Ertr)-(x,p, - El,)

= (x, + 5;c)(p, * sp) - (r, + 66)(r, + 5t)

-(',P, * EJ,)

= 6xp' +x,6p+ 6x5p - 6Er, - xt6r - 686r.

(10)

Thls expression can be groupecl into three

terms. First, consider the 6Er, term. Given that

f.:f,ptr' +m2ca, then

sE _ +6p: "4, - ?ou,
(il)

where we have used p - Wv and E = ymcr. Since

v = 6x/6t, this means vt, = 1,. 5o for two points
infinitesimally separated by a causal connection,

x,6p - 6Er, = 0 and these two terms cancel each

other out in the expression.

Consider the E,6t term:
/-,\

E,6! =ymc26r:(t*r-)l - lu, = p,6.r.'I u* 
,/

(t2)

where we have used the group velocity v, given

by v - d/tt.. For a wave disturbance, rvhether it is
a mattlett prrti, lr like a phoLon or a masri\e par-

ticle like an electron, it is the group velocity that

characterizes the momentum or energy ol the

wave packet and therefore the exchange ol infor-
mation beLween two poLnts in space-time. For

two points infinitesimally separaled by a causal

connection, E,6t - p,6x = 0 and these two terms

cancel ea.h oth('r oul in the expression.

Of the six terms in the inlinitesimal phase

expression, only two terms remain: the di{Ier-

ence ln phase be[r'veen two points infinitesimally
separaied by a,ausal cunnection in >pate time

given by

5<P-6x6P-6d6t. (13)

From the standpoint of infinitesimals, this
expression is counter-intuitive in thar the phase

is made up of a product of terms and we would
expect an infinitesimal change in rhe phase to be

Iirst order in these terms. The Iact the firsL-order
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The elassieal standpoinrt
Let us consider this expression from a classical
standpornt, rn terms of generalized momentum
p and generalized q. By the equir.alence of work-
energy, we have

pn= (17)

We consider the phase space of a quasi-sta-
tionary or periodic system and take a time aver-
age

\ou =! [orondl Itt r

This implies rhen that

at taz = Inon, = 6tctE = dpdq. (te)

The classical concept of phase space is consis-
tent with the derivative from the Lorenlz invari-
ant measure.

At the Solvay Conference in 1911, Max Planck
introduced the quantum action, namely

Japaq = nn,

where n is an integer and t is Planck's constant.
This phase integral represents the quantizatron of
quantum action. Planck expressed the rriew that
"one should therefore confine oneself to the prin,
ciple that the elemenrary region of probabrlity, i
has an ascertarnable finite value and avoid any
lurrher speculation about the physical signifi-

cance of this remarkable constanr."l

The Dirac delta potemtlal
It is stralghtlbrward to use rhrs quantum action ro
solve lor the energy states of a particle in a box or
lor a quantum harmonic oscillator. A more chal-
lenging system to studying using the phase space
approach is that ol a particle trapped by a Dirac
delta potentiai.

Consider a potential o[ finite size and shrink
the region of interaction to a point. Expressed as

a lD attractive Dirac delta potential of strength cr
the Schrodinger equation for thrs system rs
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We see that whlle we are deahng with a

delta potential, what thls last expression implies
is that neither 6p6x + 0 nor 6E6t -+ O for this
system. lnfinitesimal analysis of this system
shows that

5E6l:5p6xxtt, (28)

as expected.

eome lulsisn
The Lorentz invanant measure can be used as a
conceptual foundation of quantum mechanics,
and a direct link between special relatrvity and
quantum mechanrcs can be presented without
recourse to subsidiary conditions. In this paper,
usrng infinitesimal analysis, a technique devei
oped at Cambridge beginning rn Newton's time,
we have derived the Heisenberg uncerrainty
principle from Iirst prlnciples.
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infinitesimal terms drop out of the expression
i- r direr t re>ult ol the Lorentz invarianL mea-
sure and appears to form the conceptual basis
to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. It is at
thisjuncture that special relativity and quantum
mechanics are linked ar first principles.

For a massless particle like a photon, then

6E: c6p = SEbr = 6tc5r = bp&r. (14)

As is evident, near an extremum w-here &p is
sma11. then

5E6l = $p5y. (15)

Based on our derivation from the invariant
measure, there is nothing that predisposes that
6q = 0, 6E6t = 0, or 6p5x = 0. When we consider
that information exchange requires the exchange
of energy or momentum, then by dimensional
analysis, we find

6E5r:6p6;r = i.

+ I 
^2no

-; ilV-o6(x)tY=f1Y.zm ox

(r6)

There are a number of ways to solve this second
order di[[erential equation, including using integral
transforms. The integral translorm methods are

outlined in a paper tirled'A Novel Look at rhe One
Dimensional Delta Schrodlnger Equation," wntten
by one of the authors lor the Gamma Magazrne of
the Niels Bohr Institute in May 2005.5

As is weil known, thrs equation has the single
solutron

(21)

(22)

(2+)

be derived

(25)

Ioa: t**
( -*crlrl\

v(x) - v(0)c-o[ ;, J
By inspection,

px nalxl mu ,))\
- 

D-- \Z)t

h h2 -r t1 
'

and so we can solve for the energy of this state,
namely

,. .2
l -r p, @a I ft)' mu.:
I | 2m 2m 2h2'
The velocity of the particle can

from

mcl q, 6xp:n^':_=u=___.'htt6r

(18)

F

I
(20)

Take the denvative of the momentum with
respecr ro the potential strength o:

If we multiply borh sides of this equation with
6x = a6t/ft, rhen

- 6arrdP= 
t1

Dp6r - iY) t *l - ryr*ooa, daua,
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(27)
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